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a volunteer to replace him and had several offers—but it was
he himself that brought me my pot of tea and the hatchet
was buried between us. He had taken his measure of me
and we never quarrelled again—he was indeed indispensable
and served me more than well, in return for which his
final guerdon was considerably in excess of the earnings of
any of the others.
The return journey to £Ain Sala was made on a compass
bearing set by myself—at first due south for nearly two
hours and then due east as far as was permitted by inter-
vening ridges. On this march, south of the next ridge beyond
Hamran Adraj, we came upon a dark bluish hillock of rock
in a sand-girt hollow of the desert, wliich seemed to suggest
the presence of an old, forgotten well. We remained here
an hour seeking in vain for shells or fossils, but we agreed
that there must be a buried shaft somewhere in the hollow
and bestowed the name of Bir al Makhfi or ' the hidden
well' on a locality which would certainly be worthy of
further investigation when the Badawin return to this dis-
trict under improved pasture conditions.
All this tract between £Ain Sala and Adraj goes by the
name of Hadh *Ain Sala, while westward beyond the Adraj
dune range begins the Hadh-less tract which they name
Khillat Adraj, and which we were destined to traverse some
weeks later. The pastures in this neighbourhood, though
better than much we had seen hitherto, were nevertheless
not of a character to attract the large herds of the grazing
Badawin.
On reaching cAin Sala we found everything in order as
we had left it, while Ibn Humaiyid, who had accompanied
'Ali and Zayid for the first part of their way only to prospect
the approaches to Ziqirt and to locate it in his brain-map
for the purpose of guiding us thither in due course, had safely
returned. And the following day—warm, mild and windless
except for occasional light northern breezes—we spent in
rest and idleness. I scoured the surroundings in vain hopes
of encountering the Spindasis butterfly already mentioned,
and was glad to secure a couple of dragonflies, But, apart
from the welcome rest amid tolerable pastures for the camels,

